The application of Miner's rule using a loading issued from a mock-up of a RHR system (removal heat system) of PWR plant, made of 304 steel gives a very important non-conservative fatigue life in strain control when strain fatigue curve is used. This result is due to the absence of sequence effect in Miner's rule. Many non linear damage accumulation models have been proposed to get a sequence effect. Shortcomings of some non linear damage accumulation models are discussed. So Smith-Watson-Topper and Fatemi-Socie criterions with a linear damage accumulation rule are then applied to experimental data. A major issue is the need for an elastic-plastic constitutive law which is difficult to propose in the presence of high cycle secondary hardening observed in austenitic stainless steels. A conservative model for fatigue damage accumulation under variable amplitude loading is then proposed for austenitic stainless steels in strain control, which does not need a constitutive law, but takes into account plasticity through cyclic strain stress curve. The model uses a linear damage accumulation rule. This model is based on the fact that for stainless steels, pre-hardening is detrimental for fatigue life in strain control, while it is beneficial in stress control. In the presence of low mean stress, the model is approved based on a large number of tests. Moreover the model allows to explain the larger detrimental effect of a tension mean stress in strain control tests than in stress control tests.
Introduction

Nomenclature
CPH
The most frequently used rule for fatigue damage accumulation under variable amplitude loading in industry is composed of the Miner rule and a counting method usually rainflow counting. The shortcoming of Miner's rule is that it cannot take into account sequence effect which exists for austenitic stainless steels. However because of its robustness and easy use, Miner's rule is preferred to non linear damage accumulation rules. Sequence effect on two step tests has been reported in the literature in different ways: a) "experimentally a Low amplitude cycle followed by a High amplitude cycle (L-H) is less damaging than a high amplitude cycle followed by a low amplitude cycle (L-H)", b) Miner's rule gives a damage smaller than what is obtained on H-L cycling and more damage than L-H cycling.
Many phenomenological theories for fatigue damage accumulation have been proposed to give more accurate results than Miner's rule, by producing a sequence effect. The most referenced are: non linear damage curve with load dependent damage [1] and continuum damage mechanic [2] where damage is defined through the change of tensile load caring capacity and using the effective stress concept. These models give H-L cycling more damaging than L-H cycling and also an H-L cycling more damaging than Miner's rule, in strain control but also in stress control. However this last result is in contradiction with new experimental results [3, 4, 5, 6] on 304 stainless steels which show that: H-L loading can be less damaging than L-H loading and less damaging than Miner's rule in stress control. These results then invalidate previous non linear modelling at least for crack nucleation [7] .
This difference on the variable amplitude loading between strain and stress control has been related [7] to the memory effect in elastic-plastic behaviour. In fact in a two step test we may suppose that the sequence effect comes from two different origins: a-Memory effect on cyclic elastic-plastic (or visco-plastic) behaviour due to maximal loading or maximal hardening, b-Damage when it is enough important to be considered as a "crack".
The principal idea is that alloys have to be classified in two groups for damage accumulation: For the first group the Cyclic Stress-Strain Curve (CSSC) is stable, as Al7075-T6 [3] , or mild ferritic steel A42 [8] . For these alloys there is no sequence effect related to memory affect in behavior and so the same type of results for the sequence effect are observed in stress or in strain control. The second group concerns alloys with no stable CSSC as austenitic stainless steels. For these alloys there is a sequence effect due to memory effect in behavior which generates a difference in sequence effect in stress and strain control.
A conservative damage accumulation rule is then proposed which takes into account elastic-plastic memory effect to describe sequence effect for alloys with non stable CSSC.
Crack nucleation definition
This paper proposes to discuss modeling for prediction of crack nucleation, while comparison between modeling and experimental data in this paper but also generally in the literature is performed on fatigue life. So the validation of crack nucleation prediction through fatigue data would have a clear meaning if the part of propagation may be neglected in fatigue life (in a homogeneous test as in uniaxial tension-compression test). Negligibility of propagation compared to nucleation is considered in recent works [9] as the definition of HCF, however there is a need to clarify what is a "crack nucleation".
The continuum mechanics definition of crack nucleation is creation of a crack with a length around 2 or 3 grain size. For an AISI 304 stainless steel in a fully reversed tension/compression test [10] , it is shown that for a fatigue life of somehow less than 5 10 cycles, 95%, of fatigue life is consumed to produce a crack of 100 micron (2 or 3 grain size for a 304 steel). This would mean that for a fatigue life of 5 10 cycles and more the nucleation period defined by the creation of crack is the same as fatigue life on a type 304 stainless steel. This corresponds in fully reversed loading tension compression tests to strain amplitude smaller than 0.3%. As we are here concerned by the number of cycles more than of 5 10 fatigue curves may be used for crack nucleation analysis.
Sequence effect
Sequence effect on H-L loading
As has been noted in the introduction, we suppose that sequence effect may have two origins: memory effect in elastic-plastic behaviour and the presence of a crack. In relation with previous two points an H-L loading may be applied in different ways: For an H-L cycling as AB+L ( Fig. 1 ) : the number of cycles for AB is small enough for the damage created by AB to be neglected. But it may modify the elastic-plastic (or viscoplastic) behaviour of L cycling and so the damage created by L cycles. For this case H-L cycling will be referenced as pre-hardening effect. For AC+L the number of cycles are enough to create damage but not crack, and at the same time may modify the behaviour of L cycles and so its damage rate. This case will be referenced here by H-L damage accumulation. In this case we consider that the effect of H loading on the behaviour of L is concerned only with first cycles of AC. For AD+L the situation is as for AC+L cycles but in addition AD cycles create a crack and propagate it. This case will not be developed in this paper, however a discussion is carried out in 3.2. Fig. 1 shows also schematically a periodic overloading (POL).
Sequence effect and non propagation threshold in 2D case
While the long cracks presents clear existence of a threshold, mechanical small cracks (length between 3 grain size and long crack length), violate this notion. They exhibit [9] a more rapid growth below the long crack threshold and that related to a smaller threshold. It is important to study when a sequence effect in propagation is related to a threshold. As an example it has been proved in [7] that in the case of a semi infinite plane with a 2D crack, Paris propagation law without threshold does not give any sequence effect on damage accumulation where damage is defined either by normalized crack length or inverse of crack length. In presence of a 2D crack propagating on a straight line, the sequence effect is related to the threshold. This threshold is around 4 MPa m for 304 austenitic stainless steel and has a length between 0,5 and 0,8 mm. However as the mechanical small crack approaches microstructural dimension this threshold may be more important as a consequence of the presence of grain boundary. This is presented in [9] as the major reason of dispersion of propagation rate under th K t K K . To summarize it is difficult to evaluate a threshold and the relation between the absence of a sequence effect and a threshold in general case. Due to this difficulty we neglect sequence effect due to the presence of a crack as far as the crack length is under the macroscopical length (2 or 3 grain size). So we define nucleation as a crack of 2 or 3 grain size, which results in a value of the number of cycles to crack initiation around and upper than 5 10 cycles.
Literature modeling for sequence effect
As has been noted in the introduction, some non linear damage accumulation modelings have been proposed in the literature to produce sequence effect. We will discuss only two types of modeling which have been most referenced in the literature. 
Non linear damage function depending to loading
For this modeling damage is a non-linear function of the usage factor depending on loading amplitude. Damage accumulation is performed as shown in a classic way on Fig. 2a . It may be seen how an H-L loading is more damaging than an L-H loading but also than Miner rule. This has been confirmed by experimental results for an austenitic stainless steel, but however only in strain control. In stress control this modeling gives the same results as Our explanation is that if a crack with a threshold is present, in strain and stress control it may induce identical sequence effect for both cases: H-L loading is more damaging than L-H loading. In fact a non linear damage function may be approximated by a bilinear modeling separating nucleation and crack propagation as has been described in the literature. If the crack initiation part is negligible (number of cycles to get a macroscopic crack is negligible) the previous modeling may be in agreement with strain and stress control both giving H-L loading more damaging than L-H loading and Miner's rule.
Continuum damage mechanics
Continuum damage mechanics is based on the use of Kachanov's effective stress [2] . It is usually difficult to apply in HCF as it is very CPU time consuming due to time integration which has to be conducted all over the load trajectory. Moreover experimental determination of damage parameters in uniaxial case is based on: reduction of Young modulus, or in a strain controlled fatigue test on reduction of stress during cycling, etc. However shows that in HCF reduction of stress comes very late in the fatigue life of the alloy. This means that the detection of the presence of a crack through modification of rigidity is not easy in HCF. But the major problem is that in a case when damaging is not combined with an appropriate elastic-plastic modeling, again in both strain and stress control H-L loading is more damaging than L-H loading in HCF in contradiction with experimental data.
Effect of pre-hardening on fatigue life
Research works on austenitic stainless steels have already been carried out on the effect of cyclic (CPH) or monotonic (MPH) pre-hardening on fatigue life [3, 4, 5, 6] . It has been shown that the effect of pre-hardening on fatigue life may be detected in the easiest way by the effect of pre-hardening on cyclic strain stress curve (CSSC), More precisely for alloys with stable CSSC (independent to pre-hardening) as a ferritic mild steel, A42 [8] or aluminium alloy Al7075-T6 [3] , there is a negligible memory effect of cyclic pre-hardening on the CSSC and on 0,17% 0,3% 0,15% fatigue life, contrary to alloys where CSSC curve is not stable as austenitic stainless steels. Fig. 3a shows a CSSC with and without pre-hardening for a 316L stainless steel at room temperature, for fully reversed push-pull strain controlled tests on the same sample. Fig. 3b shows the beneficial effect of pre-hardening in stress control and detrimental one in strain control where in each case respectively a beneficial or detrimental factor ten may be obtained.
On Fig. 3a , curve A represents CSSC without pre-hardening, B CSSC after pre-hardening at point H (50 cycles) obtained by decreasing amplitude of loading, and C CSSC after some stabilisation at point 7 obtained by increasing amplitude of loading. The word stabilisation has been detailed in [5] . The point L1 represents a cyclically stabilized state on curve A in strain control for +/-1% or at stress control for +/-450 MPa, while points L2 and L3 represent respectively cyclically stabilized state for previous amplitudes after cyclic pre-hardening at H. In stress control, the cumulated damage for the H-L sequence must be smaller than for the L-H sequence, since the total and plastic strain amplitude are smaller at L 3 than at point L 1 . In strain control if total strain amplitude and stress amplitude are considered to be pertinent fatigue parameters, then L 2 is more damaging than L 1 , since the stress amplitude is greater at point L 2 than at point L 1 for identical strain amplitudes. Therefore, the accumulated damage for the H-L sequence must be greater than for the L-H sequence.
This means that under strain control loading L, after pre-hardening by H, the damage may be calculated using a Wöhler curve at stress amplitude defined by L 2 . To be able to use a strain fatigue curve as the loading is strain control one may replace L 1 by L 4 (replacing applied strain amplitude by a bigger one) and use a strain fatigue curve and a conservative simulation may be obtained. Another explanation of effect of pre-hardening is given through the hardening slop of stabilized cyclic loop [14] . 
Application of Miner rule to recent tests on 304 steel
Many uniaxial tests on fatigue life of 304 austenitic stainless steels have been conducted in different laboratories after discovery of thermal fatigue crazing in RHR system of some nuclear power plants. Most of the tests have been carried out on two grade of 304 stainless steel furnished by Electricité de France: these are 304-CLI [3, 5, 6] and 304-THYS [13, 4, 5, 6] . The second one presents a more pronounced high cycle secondary hardening and a smaller grain size. These tests are in strain and stress control, with or without mean strain or mean stress, under constant and two step loading or under random loading. The principal idea is to show that opposite sequence effects obtained in an H-L loading or in random loading in strain and stress control are in agreement with opposite results of effect of prehardening in stress and strain control. We may so deduce that sequence effect in variable amplitude in HCF is mainly related to effect of pre-hardening due to memory effect on elastic-plastic behavior of stainless steels. 
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Two step tests
Experimental results show through comparison of L-H, and H-L loading with Miner's rule that sequence effect is very important for 304 austenitic stainless steels. These results are in agreement with the effect of pre-hardening obtained on 304 and 316 steels: -H-L cycling is more damaging than L-H cycling in strain control. H-L cycling is less damaging than L-H cycling in stress control (Fig. 4a & 4b) -H-L loading in strain control is more damaging than Miner's rule when a Manson Coffin curve is used, (Miner's rule is un-conservative). H-L loading in stress control is far less damaging than Miner's rule, when a Wohler curve is used (Miner's rule is conservative) (Fig. 4a & 4b ).
-ash regards to L-H loading Miner's rule is nearly valid (Fig. 4a) . The nature of Miner's rule is that it supposes no interaction between H and L loading. This is in agreement with the idea that in L-H loading, memory of L loading is erased by H loading, and so L loading has little influence on H loading (Fig. 4b) .
Random loading
CEA tests : A thermohydraulic experiment, known as FATHER, was conducted at the French Atomic Research Centre (CEA) in collaboration with AREVA and the French electricity company EDF, in order to reproduce conditions as close as possible to the ones responsible for crack nucleation and propagation through the thickness of a pipe, just after a mixing tee. From this thermohydraulic experiment, temperature records in the fluid and/or in the pipe's thickness can be used to determine equivalent variable amplitude strain or stress signals which are applied on uniaxial tension compression tests. Tests without overload: tests in strain and stress control with a non-zero mean stress for some of these last tests have been conducted. Tests with periodic overload (POL): tests have also been conducted with periodic overloads, of +/-0.5% and of +/-0.3% before each application of the previous sequence.
Rainflow counting + Miner's rule: Experimental strain control and stress control fatigue life are compared to a prediction by Miner's rule + rainflow counting using respectively strain fatigue curve and stress fatigue curve. Relatively good answer in stress control is obtained while very non-conservative results in strain control (factor of 10) are obtained. Results are reported on Fig. 5 . UT tests (university of Toledo): The sequence of variable amplitude is very different from the Father signal and variations are much less important. The sequence is obtained in the following way: a random choice is made between 1 and -1 using a uniform distribution. Then the sequence has been multiplied by an adequate multiplicative factor to obtain different extreme values which are respectively; +/-1%, +/-0.5%, +/-0.3. The number of cycles n is 35. The following tests have been conducted: Tests without overload: tests in strain and stress control have been conducted. Miner's rule gives fair results in stress control [3] . In strain control under high number of blocks as there is no rupture for experimental data it is difficult to know if Miner's rule is un-conservative (Fig. 6a) . Tests with CPH =ten cycles at +/-2% applied prior to a random load are conducted in strain and stress control. Miner's rule gives conservative results in stress control [3] and non-conservative results in strain control (Fig. 6b) . In strain control for 304-CLI non-conservatism may reaches a factor of 2, while for EDF-THYS this nonconservatism may be higher than factor 5 (Fig. 6b) . As a conclusion, the difference observed between strain and stress control in two steps loading is also observed in random loading but is less important than in two steps loading. Miner's rule gives nearly fair results in stress control when Wohler curve is used, while it is un-conservative in strain control when Manson-coffin curve is used. Moreover pre-hardening applied to random loading reduces fatigue life in strain control, while it increases it in stress control.
Application of Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) and Fatemi-Socie (FS) criterium to 304 steel
As non linear accumulation modelling have shortcoming to present appropriate sequence effect, two criterias of the literature Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) [16] and Fatemi-Socie (FS) [17] have been used in combination with linear accumulation. The first one is developed in a uniaxial situation while the second is proposed for multiaxial non proportional loading and may be applied to uniaxial situation. These modelling have been proposed to take into account mean stress effects and if an elastic-plastic constitutive law is used, they may produce memory effect of elastic-plastic behaviour. Fig. 6a and 6b , compare Miner rule with SWT and FS modelling for different type of loading and different 304 grades. Both models give much better results than Miner's rule when applied to a 304 stainless steel. To obtain these results stress responses in strain control tests and strain responses in stress control tests have been used.
A new conservative damage accumulation model for crack nucleation
The principal difficulty with both previous models for the prediction of crack nucleation is the need for a constitutive law which has to produce the elastic-plastic behaviour of a 304 steel under variable amplitude with the presence of high cycle secondary hardening. This is actually non possible. A conservative damage accumulation modelling has been proposed [7, 18] for crack nucleation that at least in the uniaxial case does not need the use of a constitutive law (for non-proportional loading, a proposition is also given in [19] ). This modelling is only proposed for strain control as the effect of pre-hardening is beneficial in stress control and so may be neglected in a variable amplitude loading. Principal hypotheses for the modelling are as follows:
-Non-linear damage accumulation is only related to the memory effect of elastic-plastic behaviour of the alloy. As a consequence for an alloy with a stable CSSC Miner's rule is valid.
-For an alloy with a CSSC dependent on pre-hardening, this modelling combines the linear damage accumulation and the memory effect of plasticity through the CSSC's dependence on pre-hardening.
-In all cases it is supposed that in an L-H sequence there is no interaction between L and H cycling (Miner's rule valid); it means that the memory of low amplitude loading (L) is erased by high amplitude loading (H). 
Failure is obtained when 1 D . In the Miner diagram, the straight line representing the upper limit of cumulated damage is represented by [10] :
Application to a 316 stainless steel
Application of previous modeling has been carried out on an EDF-316L steel [7] . Two types of loading are used, H-L loading and POL loading. The paired amplitudes are: (
) for H-L or POL type loading and (
only for H-L type loading. Proposed upper bound lines (conservative) are compared to experimental data and a non linear damage accumulation rule [7] . Experimental points are well represented for the pair The explanation may be the stress amplitude relaxation in the case of H-L loading. After H loading (+/-1%) the stress amplitude relaxes under +/-0.3%, while POL prevents stress amplitude relaxation. In the case of paired amplitude (
L is too small to relax H loading. Another application has been realized for a three-step loading in [20] where results obtained by this modeling seem better than non linear modeling.
Application to a 304 stainless steel (recent tests)
Previous modeling has been applied in constant and variable amplitudes to data described before. Fig. 6a shows comparison between proposed modeling (named NEW), and Miner's rule, SWT and FS modelings for the UT random loading. Fig. 6b gives an application to two step loading and random loading with CPH and POL.
The proposed modeling gives conservative results. This conservatism is very good in the presence of POL, or H-L cycling as has been seen before, but too much in presence of CPH. This comes from the choice of CSSC with pre-hardening without stress amplitude relaxation.
The proposed modeling has also been applied to FATHER Mock-up loading with or without POL. Much better results are obtained when compared with Miner's rule (Fig. 7) . 
Mean stress effect
In fatigue, positive mean stress has always been considered as detrimental, while compressive mean stress is considered as beneficial. However as will be explained below there is a necessity to separate effect of mean stress and maximal stress due to mean stress.
Mean stress versus maximal stress and ratchetting
New results show that mean stress is more detrimental in strain control than in stress control for a 304 stainless steels in uniaxial tension/compression tests [13] . The advantage of these tests compared to other ones obtained for example after pre-hardening is that in these new experimentation in spite of strain control, mean stress has been maintained at a constant value. Another interesting result obtained in stress control is the following (Fig. 8a and 8b) under FATHER type loading. In stress control with mean stress, between different mean stresses, of 100, 40, 20, the most significant ratchetting is obtained "naturally" for 100 MPa (Fig. 8a) . However the maximum damaging is obtained for 40 MPa mean stress Fig. 8b . In this figure for the same mean stress different points are presented. Each point is associated with the same father loading sequence but with a different amplification factor. These results may be explained in the same manner as in previous sections ; opposite effect of pre-hardening in strain and stress control as explained in [7] : In fact a test with a mean stress (tensile or compressive) has a higher maximum stress (absolute value) than a test without mean stress. This higher maximum stress creates a more pronounced pre-hardening (as in MPH), which enhances resistance to fatigue crack initiation in stress control. This enhancement may be sufficient enough to balance the "usual" detrimental effect of tensile mean stress on crack nucleation. So in stress control tensile mean stress detrimental effect may be negligible or even beneficial. Fig. 8a and 8b , confirm this analysis. In fact, pre-hardening is more significant for 100MPa mean stress (7%) than for 40 MPa mean stress (4%). It may be so suggested that, in the case of strain control, the detrimental effect of maximum stress and the "usual" detrimental effect of tensile mean stress are added, producing a more detrimental effect in strain control than in stress control for a 304L steel.
Application of SWT to tests with mean stress
Constant amplitude: SWT modelling has been applied to experimental strain control tests in the presence of mean stress. Results are conservative except for one point in the presence of 50 MPa of mean stress, where the unconservatism is more than a factor 2 [13] . SWT parameter has been identified on stress and strain control test with and without mean stress. Variable amplitude: SWT is applied also on FATHER type loading in stress control tests in the presence of mean stress (it is not possible to conduct tests in variable amplitude loading in strain control while maintaining a constant mean stress). Results are non-conservative for a mean stress of around 40 MPa with a factor more than 2 (Fig. 8b) . So SWT in the case studied is not able to take fairly mean stress into account. Our conclusion of this section is that for austenitic stainless steels the effect of mean stress has to be divided into two parts: a) the effect of maximal stress due to pre-hardening, b) the effect of "real mean stress". 
